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ON A DIFFERENTIABLE MANIFOLD WITH f(3, -1)-STRUCTURE 
OF RANK r , (11) 

By M. D. Upadhyay and K. K. Dube 

1. Introduction 

Let us consider an n-dimensional C∞ differentiable manifold and a tensor field 

1 Qf type. (1, 1) sucn that 

(1. 1) ft fZ f4 -fj =o, f#0, 1 ; 

where the indices i , j , k , :", h, .•• vary from 1 to χ. Let L and M be the comple-

mentary distributions corresponding to the projection tensors l~ and 책 re3pect

ively, where 

(1. 2) 
def , i , r ., def 

a) l~ U~， f;f~ ， b) m
h 

~C， l~ -I;f~. 

If the rank of the structure tensor f is r, then such a structure is called an 

f(3, - 1) -structure of rank r [1]. Also a manifold with an 1(3, -l)-structure of 

rank r always admits a positive definite Riemannian metric g , such that 

(1. 3) 
r _5 def f·f. g s==g- -%·· j ~ t 0 rs 0 J l, ••• JZ’ 

where 
r 

ηZ·:=ηz ， J! 
J' J ~ r, 

Thus if an f(3, -l) -structure of rankr admits a posítive definite RiemanniaTh 

metric defined by (1, 3), then such a structure will be called (지(r， - 1), g)

strueture. If this Cf/3, ~l)，.g)-structure also satisfies the following relations:: 

f5·ih뿔LPj F1k+FiFhj+FhFji=o, 

llfjih캘LVj%2k+?2，，zw+Vhmji=o， 
% 

then we call manifold M" as a pseudo-manifold with (//3, -1), g)-structure. 

A vector field 상 in a pseudo manifold with (//3, -1), g)-structure is calledJ 

to be invariant with respect to. the structure tensor f:, that is j낀nvariant if r - J 

the Lie-derivative of the structure tensor w. r. t. the vector field vi is zero [2] ‘ 
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2. InfinitesimaI projective transformation 

Now we consider infinitesimal projective transformation with respect to 

찬-invariant vector field vi • We have [4] , 

(2. 1) ￡{ f k} =δ;&+δ$41 
therefore 

(2.2) ÆvR펴 =강V[와-δ;Vk찌1 

￦here Æv stands fortheLie-derivative w.r.t. the vector V~. The scalar rþ is 

‘defined as VlJ V lJ/n+l and 따 is grad. rþ. Now we apply Ricci identity to the 

structure 찬. We have [5] , 

(2.3) 

THEOREM 2.1. In a compact pseμdo-manifold with (fr(3, -1), g)-strμctμre， 

an infinitesz"mal projecti:νe transformation ψith respect 10 an 직 -써ar쩌t vector 

field is necessarily an isometry. 

PROOF. Now taking Lie-derivative of (2.3) w. r. ι V‘, we get 

(2.4) 지EvRpjlh -f싫uRpjiI=o， 

ibecause for a pseudo manifold with (f/3, -1), g)-structure 

Vpf; =0. AIso 겼u찬=0 

Now by virtue of (2.2) and (2.4) we obtain 

(2.5) 

‘Transvecting(2.5) with gJ~ and multiplying the res띠ting equation by 작， we 

get 

(2. t:) IPlVprþl= -웅l;vaf， 
jn view of (1.2)a. 

Applying Ricci identity to the projection tensor 써， we have 

h r7r7 I! l~ h h~ 1 
(2. 7) VJ..V:m~'-VSJ..m~ =m:R~"n-m~R.，:. Þ T j'''ï V j Y P"'ï - IIlr i .J. \. pjl I II![.I.\. pji 
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For a pse빼 

implies that Æv l ; =0. 

hence we get 

Thus Æv챔 =0. So the left hand side of (2.7) vanishes. 

(2.8) l~ h h~' m.R -m R . =0. 
pjl "0' npji 

Taking Lie.derivative of (2.8) w. r. t. V ’, we obtain 

(2.9) 써ÆvR꺼f-싸ÆvRψ'=0. 
By virtue of (2.2) and (2.9) , we get 

h r-7, <:"0 h (2.10) η% (δj F왜l-δpFj따) = m'j Vp와-ηz;V/Pt 

MuItiplying (2.10) by g't and contracting k and p in the resulting equation we 

obtain 

(2.11) 
g , m 

y a 
’ 

퍼
 
‘ 겪

 

’ m 

씬
 

‘ ‘ “ 

P ” ‘ , w % 

Adding (2. 6) and (2. 11) we get 
lk r-r ,. il~ ， .....,,(1 

(2.12) -2rv때'，+χ . trI'V/p， =nVQ~'‘ 

or 

(2.13) 

This gives us that 씌IFj따=V얘Q. Hence from (2.11) and (2. 13) we obtain 

(1-썩In)V왜a=o. 

Since m랜n， therefore we have 

Vaκ =0. 

Hence if the space is compact and applying theorem of E. Hopf, we get rjJ= 
constant. Thus the transformation is necessariIy an affine. Also in a compact 
manifold, an affine transformation is necessariIy an isometry. Hence the 
theorem is proved. 

3. Holomorphic projective transformation 

Now we consider a K갑hlerian space W in a product manifold, that is, d

K감hlerian， where d means decomposible, which is an enveloping- space of the 

pseudo-manifold with (//3, -l), g)-structure. We have [5J 

μ
μ
 
-
짧
 

n) dX
c 

+lc댐 y ,,," 
"' 

dX
d _~， dX

a , N .r a dX 
-τ「=α 「1「+β 4 τ?r， 
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where a' and ß' are certain functions. We call such a curve a holomorphically 

planer curve and f: is a product structure in W. a, b, c vary from 1 to the 

number which is the dimension of W. The H-plane curve in W gives rise to 
n an H-plane curve in M" which can be written as 

d2x? + 
dY~ 

h ì dXj dXi 
.. dXh 

, ro .r h dXr 

i J·}7송-'，，7. ='7"'"" =αr d~q... .+ßdr" d~걷，.... • 

where f: is (ζ(3， -1), g)짧uct뾰80 holomorphicaliy projective transformation can be defined in the pseudo

(지(3， -1), g)-manifold. 

Now under this transformation, we have 

(3.1) 

where Pi is an arbitrary covariant vector field, and 

- def ~r 
pi==김 Pr" 

Consequently, we have 

(3.2) 

where Pji is a symmetric tensor defined by 

Pji = 'Vj싼-'V씬+P/fi' 

THEOREM 3.1. 1f the 찬-써varz'ant vector 껴:eld in a pseμdo-(지(3， -l), g) 

maηifold admzïs a holomorphically projecUve transformaUon, then 

vzPi = %7IP7PI· 

PROOF. Let the holomorphically projectiγe trasformation be taken with respect 
h to 진 -invariant vector field. Putting the value of 겼VRki/" and 셨VRkii' from (3.2) 

in (2.4) and then multiplying the resulting equation with i\ we get 

(3. 3) l1fPjr-g17Pjr=o. 

Now by virtue of (2.9) and (3.2) we get 

(3.4) 

Contracting h and j in (3. 4), we get 

(3.5) (n-l)썩 싸-씩않+챔망=0. 
ik Transvecting (3. 5) by g'" and using (3.3), we obtain 
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[ ik 
mig""Pki=O, 

thus either mf =O or gzkPK·=o. 

iLet n삼0， therefore we have 

g ’kPki=0 

and hence 

pzPi = ?%rIPrPl’ 

which proves the theorem. 
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